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Don’t forget to make your reservations for the annual 4SQRP “Brutus Bash” located at
the historic Big Brutus Coal Mining Shovel just outside West Mineral, KS.
The event takes place the weekend of Sept. 11-13, 2015. Lot of fun, comradery, radio,
and good old home-cooked food courtesy of AC0BQ! Make your reservations by calling
620-827-6177!
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Building a Copper Pipe Hentenna for 2 Meters
Terry Fletcher, WA0ITP
Ed. Note – Our own Terry Fletcher (the “godfather” of 4SQRP) has graciously
allowed us to reprint some of his past articles. This article was originally written
for the “Bacon Bits Quarterly” newsletter in 2008.
While
browsing
through my new copy
of Simple and Fun
Antennas for Hams
one day last spring, I
discovered
an
interesting
looking
design
with
an
interesting name - the
Hentenna.
The
versions
described
were made of wire and
cut for 6 meters,
although
it
was
suggested that the
design could be used
on other bands as well.
A 2m “Hentenna” Constructed by Terry, WA0ITP
I was looking for a 2
meter antenna to use for a second rig, and I thought I could adapt this design to
2 meters easily.
Some Hentenna Background
The Hentenna is a loop style antenna developed by Mr. Tadashi Okubo
JH1FCZ, Mr. Someya, JE1DEU and others in Japan in the 70's. It was first
described in the US in a Feb 1982 QST article by Koji Sugihara, JJ1UMS.
Shirow Kinashita, JF6DEA/KE1EO wrote about it in the ARRL Antenna
Compendium Vol. 5. The gain is approx. equal to a 3 element tribander.
JH1FCZ reported 5.1 dBd in 1972, yet it is small compared to a beam. 1
It looked like the type of antenna I wanted to try on 2 meters, small and with
some gain. However it also looked like it was a little complex to build for what I
had in mind.
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Design Goals
I wanted it to be very easy to build, broad banded, and inexpensive. All good
ham radio attributes. It looked like a good candidate for a “plumbers delight”
copper pipe project. A major consideration was to build it so it required no tuning
of the feed point. So I scaled the dimensions for 2 meters and began to
“spearmint.”
Several prototypes were constructed of ½” copper water pipe and fittings
purchased at the local hardware store, empirically arriving at the final dimensions
below.
Building It
I recommend building the ½” copper pipe 2 meter Hentenna to these dimensions:




Overall length = 40 inches
Overall width = 12 ¾”
Feed point = 7 3/16” to center
line of T connector

You'll need one 10' piece of ½”
copper pipe, four right angle elbows,
two tee's, and two end caps from the
hardware store, total cost about $12.
With the dimensions below you can
just jam it all together, apply the heat
and solder and it will work just fine.
Or you can be a little fussier and
adjust the dimensions perfectly
before soldering. I used a tubing
type cutter; it‟s much easier and
more precise than a hacksaw. Use
a propane torch and apply the heat
to the fittings so the solder wicks into
the joint, sometimes referred to as
“sweat soldering”.
Cut the pipe as follows:
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2 pieces 31 13/16” for the long side pieces above the Tee's
2 pieces 6 1/16” for the short side pieces below the Tee’s
2 pieces 11 1/2” for the two end pieces
2 pieces 5" for the feed points.

Use tin/lead rosin core solder, and shine up the ends of the pipe and the insides
of the fittings before soldering. I just laid it out on the garage floor to keep it flat
and applied the heat. Be sure to wear safety goggles since concrete may "pop
off" little pieces when overheated.
The caps go on the end of the feed tubes and the distance between them will be
around 3/4". Solder the coax braid to one cap and the inner conductor to the
other; just tack them on, ugly style. There’s no tuning involved; the position of the
tees takes care of it for you!
To “B” or not to “B” (Balun that is)
A balun probably should be used to preserve the radiation pattern. But while
experimenting with the prototypes, I discovered that any metallic objects inside,
on or near the loop had major effects on the match. So I just stuck the coax on
without a balun and it seems to work just fine, in a practical sense, at my QTH.
Installing It
Here are several things to consider when installing this
antenna.









Use a non-conductor for the mast. I used 1 ¼”
schedule 40 PVC pipe.
For the vertically polarized version, tape or
cable tie the coax to the middle of the end piece
nearest the feed point, NOT the mast. Let it
hang over the end some then attach it to the
mast below the antenna. Side mounting the
antenna may be a better option.
Use non-conducting hardware to attach it to the
mast. Steel or brass hardware has a really
detrimental effect on the match. I‟ve used
nylon bolts, tape, cable ties, and wood dowels.
For a vertically polarized signal for repeater
use, the 40" dimension must be horizontal to
the Earth.
For a horizontally polarized signal for SSB, the
40" dimension must be vertical to the Earth.
The signal is perpendicular to the axis of the
feedline.

Horizontal Polarization
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The SWR will be close to 1.0 at 146, and about 1.3 at both 144 and 148. The 2:1
bandwidth is amazing, about 10 MHz.
Performance
On the air performance has been
gratifying.
WAØMWW
and
I
conducted a performance test
between our QTHs, 12 miles apart.
We used 146.52 simplex, adjusting
my power levels and his antenna
orientations to get a noisy signal
from me. The Hentenna proved
superior to a 5/8-wave ground plane
at the same height, 15' up. This was
a "switch the coax" comparison so as
to minimize propagation differences
between tests. We evaluated both
Vertical Polarization
vertical and horizontal polarization
and the Hentenna signal was better in all cases, sometimes by as much as two S
units. The antenna does act like a beam, but is bidirectional.
I can easily bring up 2 repeaters, both about 20 miles distant off the sides of the
antenna, using only 5 watts. So the pattern isn‟t too sharp for general use.
WAØMWW and I have also used a repeater that is 45 miles away with 50 watts.
A little noisy, but very Q5 copy.
NØXOA from inside a high rise apartment can easily use repeaters up to 20
miles distant. KC0SLB uses the local repeater from his college dorm room.
G4NSP, KG9AQ, NC6P, W5ADT, KA8MPT and others have built the antenna to
these dimensions and have written to describe their successes.
The antenna works well, is easy to build and install, and is inexpensive. As
mentioned above these are all good amateur radio characteristics. If you build it,
let me know how it works for you. I hope you have very good luck and get a lot
of use from this nice little antenna.
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My Road to the NANO Keyer
Ray Cadmus, W0PFO
The road starts sixty some years ago - remember the Novice License?
Licensed as a Novice I was given a very nice hand key. I believe the donor may
have been one of my brothers. Do you think the Navy missed it?
With that good old key and lots of help from a couple local old-timers I was soon
romping along in the twenty-plus wpm range. My friends were shocked - still
using a straight key... I tried to explain that you do what you can with what you
have. Couldn't afford their fancy bugs.
Christmas and big brothers - and a new (to me) bug on my desk. Now I have to
learn to send all over again. Tamed it with coils of solder wrapped around the
weights. I finally mastered it. Well, maybe mastered is too strong. I could send
with it. Never could manage the nice swing that one of my mentors had but I
could send decent code. I still preferred the straight key.
Years passed along with a variety of calls as I moved from 9-land to 6-land, 7land, back to 9-land and eventually to 10-land. It was a bit of a pain changing
calls like that but I still like the idea of knowing where someone is by the call
area. We actually had to sign /P if we were away from home. Miss the old
days...
Anyway, as time went by I found myself able to copy high twenties - low thirties
and sometimes carry on a local conversation at the same time. Still mostly used
the straight key.
More years go by - many with little or no ham activity. Now I find myself
struggling to copy twenty and my sending gets a bit erratic over fifteen. Time for
a keyer maybe? I built a pico keyer and discovered the joy of memory buttons.
Had to learn to send all over again with a double paddle - still can't do iambic.
More years go by. While the golden years are a joy in many ways they don't do
much for my manual dexterity. I'll bet Terry could attest to that from the few
times I have checked in to the Wednesday night net.
Next step, send with a keyboard. Like most of us computers and radio seem to
go together. Found a CW keyer program. Built a serial keyer interface and
thought I would be in business. No such luck. The USB to serial adapter was so
noisy (electrical) that while I could now send - I couldn't hear anything. Put a
serial board in my computer but it refused to work - bad levels on the control lines
or some such.
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In the meantime I had dome some CW sending using fldigi and my Signalink
interface but was not comfortable with the result. It just didn't feel right - a radio
should be keyed from the key jack - right?
Started a search for keyers that I could drive from a keyboard. Some were kits,
some assembled and all had their own merits and faults. Then I discovered the
NANO keyer. Thought I'd never get here - didn't you?

As an old programmer I found the NANO keyer fascinating because all the
source code for it was out there for us to learn from, mess with, mess up or
whatever.
Rather than try to describe it I will just point you to a web page that describes it
well:
https://nanokeyer.wordpress.com/nanokeyer-info/
The downloads on that site offer instructions, Gerber files so you can make your
own board and the software to run things. They also offer a kit with board and
parts (other than the Arduino nano) that makes it almost too easy.
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Well I built it from the kit - was that cheating? Rather than build an enclosure I
mounted it on a fancy board for easy access. Had to - I'm a woodworker as well
as a ham.
Now, unsteady hands and all, I have no more excuses. I WILL try to check in to
the Wednesday night nets.

HF Activity This Past Month
“Uncle” Phil Anderson, W0XI
I usually spend a bit of time right after lunch hunting for a few CW contacts,
usually on 20-meters. The last months pick’ins have been slim. That got me to
thinking: “Why not check the contest calendar” at
http://www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/
WA7BMN does a good job of listing what’s up for the next 8 days. Just click on
that and you’ll see when and where the activity will be and what the exchanges
for each TEST are. A couple of months ago I noticed that there is one contest
sponsored by the CW OPS Club that runs every week. In addition it runs for an
hour three times each Thursday. I found the 2 PM Central Time ideal and have
been participating there as of late. You can read up on CW OPS by googling at
http://www.cwops.org/cwt.html
The other two time slots are 1300Z on each Thursday and 0300Z on the
following Friday, i.e. 10 PM for us central time hams.
The runner/initiates the test QSO. He sends CQ CWT CALL-SIGN and spotter
returns with his CALL-SIGN. The runner then sends his exchange message:
sending NAME and CWT membership NUMBER. The spotter finishes up by
returning his NAME and STATE in abbreviated form (if a non-member of
CWops). This is great CW drill for you where you can practice and get better at
comprehending the following:





The exchange format
Callsigns
Names
Short sequences of numbers

Of course, some of the OPS run a bit speedy. They say they’ll slow down for us
guys but sometimes they forget. That’s ok if you are trying to learn to up your CW
skills, which is my goal.
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For CW practice the remainder of rest of the week, I'm using a computer program
part of the time that sends fairly short random QSOS. I try to do this for 15 to 30
minutes twice a day. I can set the WPM rate at whatever speed I'm working on at
the time. Second, I downloaded AA9PW's Ham Morse APP for the IPHONE and
I'm using that to listen to short random QSOs at a speed I select as time permits.
For example, if I have to stand in line at the post office or..... I turn the volume
down and listen to the QSOs. Still getting a few weird looks so I don’t ware any
identifying shirts or cap, hi :)

3-D Printing
Dan Reynolds, KB9JLO
I got a late Father's Day present. In fact it arrived Fed-Ex as I was getting ready
to go to Field Day. Not that I mind – regardless of what the present is. Heck, I'm
just glad when my kids remember they have a father! Know what I mean?
They're good kids but they have kids of their own and lives and so on...
Anyway, I'm getting ready and in walks my wife with a box from Amazon. I open it
and inside is another box, with the words Printrbot on it. Now, I've been following
Printrbot since they had a Kickstarter and I KNOW who they are. I'm stammering
and my wife is wondering if I'm having a stroke. Or a heart attack. As a lark I'd
put a Printrbot Simple Maker's Edition kit on my Amazon list (this last year's
model but Amazon still had some). I never really intended for anyone to buy it.
Unless they won the lottery or something. And here it is sitting on my bed. I'm
speechless and I'm starting to list the reasons why I don't need to go to field day.
I finally get my bearings, pack my stuff and head out.
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That evening, seriously we only do an abbreviated field day – the local club is
lucky to get anyone to show up – I started on the kit. The wood is all laser cut
and doesn't require much to get everything to fit together. I finished it on Sunday
afternoon – evening. My laptop is Windows 8.1 and when I plugged it in it automagically installed the USB driver. I had no real issues installing the software,
getting it to talk to the printer and bringing things up.
Now, I am familiar with CNC equipment and CAD so I have an advantage that
some won't have but it was as easy as falling off the log. The software that it
uses is Cura – that provides the “slicing” as well as the communications
functions. The printer controller actually runs by G code (if you're familiar with
that). Or I should say interprets G code. You can also save files onto a micro SD
card and rename them to have them auto-start on the printer when powering on
– no computer required.
My wife says my hobby is to have hobbies. And she's correct but this is the one
tool to work with all those hobbies. I've made all kinds of things. I've already
expanded the X axis print area – I printed the parts to extend it. And I'm getting
ready to expand it further. Normal printing envelope with this printer is 4”x4”x4”.
I'm building a open source transceiver that has a printed case so I need more X.
You can
find
all
kinds
of
files ready
to print at
Thingvers
e.com. Or
of course
you
can
use a 3D
drawing
program
(Sketchup
Make
is
free) and
save the
file in the
correct 3D
20x4 LCD Case
object
format; STL is the most popular format. I can't begin to tell you how much fun I've
had with this thing. Applications for electronics and ham radio are legion.
Powerpole boxes, antenna insulators, call sign plaques, stands, handles – all
kinds of things. I've printed boxes with cutouts for 20x4 LCD screens, a little clip
to hold an Arduino board up off the table. And all kinds of knick-knacks for the
grandkids and people around the office.
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No the finish is not
mirror perfect but it is
quite
accurate.
I
printed a case for my
phone and it fits like a
glove. You can get all
kinds
of
colored
filament. I'm using
the PLA filament
(made from corn
starch,
biodegradable). You Shark - printed in one piece. Look closely - bottom jaw moves freely
can paint it. It's quite
strong really. Several guys have made center insulators and other insulators with
it. Of course if they were outside permanently you'd have to paint it or something.
There are also flexible filaments (Ninja-flex is a trade name). You can get metallic
colored filaments and even carbon fiber reinforced filament. If you use a heated
bed you can print with ABS filament. So far I can't figure out a reason to do that.
PLA works great so far. A spool of filament prints a lot of stuff also.

Guess what I’m printing here?

There are a million variables to play with to adjust the strength and printing times.
You can also take 3D object files into many 3D programs and rework them to suit
your needs. I'm having a blast. You might be thinking, “I don't need another
hobby.” But really it's not like that. It's a tool. A rapid prototyping tool. Or in our
case forget the prototypes! Just print it! Thought I'd share my initial thoughts. In
case you were wondering. I would certainly recommend Printrbot. This
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technology I would say is fairly mature. It's not as DIY – good luck – as I thought
it would be. Other than putting the kit together, and it included everything, even
allen wrenches, it was a breeze.

This is my printer. The black printed pieces are the X-axis expansion. I’m printing a
cellphone case

Dan – KB6NU’s Column
How much performance do you really need?
Dan Romanchik, KB6NU
A reader recently e-mailed me:
“Just a quick question – Are you still in the thinking stage about getting an
Elecraft K3? Great rigs, aren’t they?
“What I would like you to think about, though, is how many contacts you log in
one year’s time. If you log 100 per year (check your log) then your cost will be
$50 per contact for that year. If you log 500, then your cost will be $10 per
contact. If you keep that rig for three years, and log 500 contacts over that time,
then you will have spent $10 per contact.
“Now, consider what that rig will be worth in three years. Will there be something
come along that just blows the K3 away in terms of performance?”
I replied:
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“K3s are great radios. I’ve just purchased a used KX3, though, so I am not
planning on getting a K3 in the near future. I have purchased a 50-W HobbyPCB
amp to use with the KX3, so I'm not going full QRP.
“I make a lot of QSOs/year. My average over the last 13 years is more than three
per day, and that doesn’t include contacts made with other callsigns, such as the
club station, or on Field Day. I’m sure that my cost/QSO will be low enough to
justify my investment. :)
“In addition, rigs seem to keep their value pretty well. I’d guess that you can sell a
three-year-old K3 for at least 80% of what you paid for it. I think that one of the
reasons that an Elecraft K3 is worth the investment is that Elecraft provides such
good customer support, and that they are continually improving their radios. For
example, they just came out with a new synthesizer board, with better RF specs,
for the K3.
“I don’t see anyone coming out with a radio that blows the K3 away in terms of
performance in the near future, although I might be wrong. FlexRadio has
perhaps the best chance of doing that, but you’ll have to buy into the Flex user
interface philosophy to take advantage of that. I think that Elecraft and Flex, plus
the three Japanese manufacturers, will make incremental performance
improvements over the coming years, leapfrogging one another as they bring out
new models.
“One thing to think about is how much performance is overkill? Just like you can
now buy a computer that has way more computer power than the average user
will ever need, I think that most of these high-end radios offer way more
performance than the average ham will ever need. It’s cool to look at the
Sherwood Engineering receiver tests and see that your rig is in the top ten, but
will the average ham actually notice the difference? My guess is probably not.
“Thanks for sparking my thought process on these issues.”
My guess is that most amateur radio operators don't think about what the rig will
be worth in three years when buying an HF transceiver. Instead, they're looking
at what the radios that are currently available cost, and when there's a big price
difference between two models that appeal to them, they're trying to figure out if
the higher price is warranted. In many cases, the lower-priced model wins out.
It's not because the more expensive radio isn't better, but it's not that much
better.
It all goes back to how much performance you actually need. Yes, you can
probably do more with a $10,000 radio than you can with a $1,500 radio, but is it
really worth the added expense? In other words, are you going to have more fun
with a $10,000 radio than you are with a $1,500 radio?
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Let me know what you think. E-mail me at cwgeek@kb6nu.com.
When he's not agonizing over what radio to buy, Dan operates CW on 30m and
blogs about amateur radio at www.kb6nu.com. He's the author of the “No
Nonsense” amateur radio license study guides and the CW Geek's Guide to
Having Fun with Morse Code.

From the Editor
Windows 10
Unless you’ve been living under a rock, you probably know that Windows 10 was
released a couple weeks ago. Unlike previous major releases of Windows,
Microsoft is providing for a free upgrade from either Windows 7 or 8 to Windows
10 free of charge for a year. Since the release, I’ve upgraded 4 of my 5 Windows
computers to Windows 10 (WA6CML is a little slow to accept change), and in my
opinion, it’s a worthwhile endeavor!
The basic user interface marries the Windows 7 and Windows 8 style interfaces
– the “Start” menu is back, but with a new look that really reminds me of a cell
phone interface. This isn’t exactly surprising, as Microsoft has tried to “unify” the
Mobile and Desktop-style interfaces to make them similar.
All my software seems to work well under the new version as well – including the
many ham radio programs we use on a daily basis. The computer at my radio
desk was the first to be upgraded, and N3FJP, FLDigi, the KX3 utilities, all seem
to work flawlessly, as do all the tools I use day-to-day for work as well!
The only awkward thing is if you’re the type (like me) who prefers to do a clean
installation rather than a simple upgrade. Previously, you could start the install
process on a clean hard drive, when prompted feed it your old CD so it knew you
had the old version and were eligible for the upgrade, and then continue on.
Now, you have to first complete the upgrade process, which will “register” your
machine with Microsoft. At that point, you can then boot the machine off the
installation media and perform the clean install. Simply skip the entry of the
product key during the installation, and when complete, Windows will “remember”
your registration during the upgrade and come up fully activated.
This free upgrade is a pretty good value, and if you’re currently on Windows 7 or
8, I highly recommend taking advantage of it!
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Four State QRP Group
is meeting at the Country Cupboard
Restaurant in downtown Seneca, Mo. This is
one of the locations that 4SQRP folks gather.
The Country Cupboard has a nice menu and they
have a separate meeting room we can use.
The Country Cupboard restaurant is located in the first block north of the blinker light in downtown
Seneca. From Barney's, head north on Cherokee Street (that's the main street of town). Go across the
railroad tracks and keep going past the blinker light stop.
The restaurant is located at 1038 Cherokee street, on the west side of the street.
Caution: If you are headed north, do not make a left "J turn" into a parking spot. "J turns" are illegal in the
downtown area. Keep going north past the restaurant till you reach the residential area north of downtown
where a "U turn" is permitted. Make a U turn there (it's a wide street) and come back to the parking in
front of the restaurant.
Our group is an informal organization with no dues or any other things to get in the way of having fun with
QRP. We get-together monthly for lunch and the sharing of ideas and information, parts

swapping and just plain fun on our normal third Saturday of a month.

All ham radio amateurs (or prospective hams) are invited to participate.
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The Four State QRP Comfortable nets meet each Wednesday night beginning at 7:30 PM CDT,
0030z.

If we have to QSY, I like to move up, Wayne likes to move down, and Dick doesn't have to move
much at all.
Add anything to the exchange that you wish, temp rig, ant, etc. Checking into all sessions is
encouraged.
7:30 CDT 0030z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
8:00 CDT 0100z ... 80M CW Net on 3564, WAØITP NCS.
8:30 CDT 0130z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
9:00 CDT 0200z ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5, NØTGR

Thursday mornings ~ 8 to 8:30am
A gathering of CW ops are having fun on

7.122 MHz
....and you are invited!

Join us on the air on the second Sunday of each
month for the 4SQRP “SSS” – Second Sunday
Sprint – 7-9PM Central time
See: http://www.4sqrp.com/4sqrpOnTheAir.php
for rules and log submission!
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